IMPACT ASSESSMENT
What policy options have been considered? Please justify any preferred option.

The SIs implement policy intentions set out in the Act, which are essential to the effective operation of the Primary Authority scheme. No other alternatives are proposed, but the Impact Assessment makes it clear where the approach that has been outlined here differs from the consultation. This updated Impact Assessment reflects changes made in response to the public consultation.

When will the policy be reviewed to establish the actual costs and benefits and the achievement of the desired effects?

The Act commits the Government to a review of LBRO “as soon as practicable after the end of the period of three years beginning with the day on which this section comes into force”.¹ This is October 2011.

Ministerial Sign-off

I have read the Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that, given the available evidence, it represents a reasonable view of the likely costs, benefits and impact of the leading options.

Signed by the responsible Minister:

...........................................................................................................Date: 4th March 2009

Summary: Analysis & Evidence

Policy Option: 1  Description: SIs Implementing the Primary Authority Scheme

COSTS

ANNUAL COSTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One-off</th>
<th>Yrs</th>
<th>Description and scale of key monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£ 3.7m - 5.9m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Costs for business £ 5.8m - £9.2 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Costs for local authorities - £9.7m - £17.5 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Annual Cost (excluding one-off)

£ 15.5m - 26.7m

Total Cost (PV) £ 161 m – 276 m

Costs for business £ 5.8m - £9.2 m
Costs for local authorities - £9.7m - £17.5 m

Other key non-monetised costs by ‘main affected groups’
Business: cost recovery by LBRO where the business chooses to make a referral to LBRO.

BENEFITS

ANNUAL BENEFITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>One-off</th>
<th>Yrs</th>
<th>Description and scale of key monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£ 1.7m - 2.7 m</td>
<td></td>
<td>Benefits for business: £18.9 m - £59.4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Benefits for local authorities if businesses choose to opt into the Primary Authority scheme: £10.3 million - £20.8 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Annual Benefit (excluding one-off)

£ 29.2m - 80.2m

Total Benefit (PV) £ 298 m – 815 m

Benefits for business: £18.9 m - £59.4 m
Benefits for local authorities if businesses choose to opt into the Primary Authority scheme: £10.3 million - £20.8 million

Other key non-monetised benefits by ‘main affected groups’
Local Authorities: Economic and development benefits of hosting a Primary Authority partnership, Inspection Plans for business.

Key Assumptions/Sensitivities/Risks  Number of Partnerships adopted and the rate of take up; hours’ work entailed in aspects of Primary Authority schemes; extent to which local authorities use their power to recover costs from business.

Price Base Year 2008  Time Period Years 15

Net Benefit Range (NPV) £ 137- 597 million  NET BENEFIT (NPV Best estimate) £ 338 million

What is the geographic coverage of the policy/option? UK-wide
On what date will the policy be implemented? 2009
Which organisation(s) will enforce the policy? n/a
What is the total annual cost of enforcement for these organisations? £ n/a
Does enforcement comply with Hampton principles? Yes
Will implementation go beyond minimum EU requirements? No
What is the value of the proposed offsetting measure per year? £ 0
What is the value of changes in greenhouse gas emissions? £ 0
Will the proposal have a significant impact on competition? No

Annual cost (£-£) per organisation (excluding one-off)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Micro</th>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are any of these organisations exempt? No No N/A N/A

Impact on Admin Burdens Baseline (2005 Prices) (Increase - Decrease)

Increase of £ 0  Decrease of £ 0  Net Impact £ 0

Key: Annual costs and benefits: Constant Prices  (Net) Present Value
Introduction

1. This Impact Assessment accompanies the SIs that make provision relating to the Primary Authority scheme established under Part 2 of the Act. The SIs will implement the Primary Authority scheme. This Impact Assessment accompanies the SIs and updates, where relevant, the figures given in the Impact Assessment that accompanies the consultation.

2. The scheme will address many of the concerns expressed regarding local authority regulatory enforcement, including: inconsistent advice, wasted resources, duplication of effort and the absence of an effective dispute resolution mechanism when two authorities cannot agree on a regulatory approach. The scheme is designed to provide more coordinated, consistent and proportionate regulatory enforcement for those organisations that operate across more than one local authority and it will assist local authorities in increasing their operational efficiency and effectiveness.

3. Part 2 and Schedule 4 of the Act, include a number of order-making powers which allow the Secretary of State to make SIs which set out the detail of how the Primary Authority scheme will operate. The Government has consulted on the content of these SIs, and this Impact Assessment deals with the likely costs and benefits associated with these.

4. LBRO was established as a statutory corporation under Part 1 of the Act and it became fully operational in October 2008. It will have responsibility for the oversight and administration of the scheme.

Background – The Primary Authority Scheme

5. The Primary Authority scheme gives organisations that are regulated by more than one local authority (these are most likely to be businesses, but could also be charities or not-for-profit organisations) access to a Primary Authority partnership with a local authority. A local authority can only be a Primary Authority for a particular organisation if it is nominated by LBRO to carry out this role. LBRO may nominate a local authority to act as a Primary Authority where a local authority and an organisation have already agreed in writing to a partnership, or where an organisation has requested that LBRO nominate a local authority to be its Primary Authority.

6. A nominated Primary Authority is responsible for giving the organisation that it partners advice and guidance regarding the relevant function or functions which the partnership is designed to cover. The relevant functions that a Primary Authority partnership can cover are: local authority trading standards, environmental health, licensing and fire safety. So, for example, a business could have a Primary Authority that is responsible for giving it advice and guidance regarding local authority environmental health and fire safety functions. Alternatively, a charity could have a Primary Authority that is responsible for giving it advice and guidance regarding local authority trading standards functions.

7. The scheme also makes provisions regarding consultation that must take place between local authorities when a Primary Authority is involved. Where a local authority other than the relevant Primary Authority (described in the Act as “enforcing authorities”) proposes to take enforcement action against an organisation with a Primary Authority, the enforcing authority must notify the relevant Primary Authority first. The Primary Authority will then have the right to direct the enforcing authority not to take the proposed enforcement action if it believes that it is inconsistent with advice or guidance that it had previously given the organisation.
8. Where a proposed enforcement action has been referred to a Primary Authority and the parties involved cannot reach an agreement as to the action that should be taken, the enforcing authority, the Primary Authority or the organisation involved can refer the action to LBRO for determination.

Policy Objective

9. Part 2 and Schedule 4 of the Act contain four order-making powers which allow the Secretary of State to make SIs that elaborate on key aspects of the scheme outlined in paragraphs 5-8 above. These powers are listed in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Purpose of the Order-making power</th>
<th>Policy objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Section 24(1), Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008</td>
<td>To define “relevant function” in relation to local authorities in Scotland and Northern Ireland.</td>
<td>To apply the Primary Authority scheme to local authorities in Scotland in respect of reserved matters and Northern Ireland in respect of non-transferred matters (i.e. to apply the scheme to local authorities in Scotland and Northern Ireland in respect of matters that have not been devolved to the Scottish Executive or the Northern Ireland Assembly).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 28(6), Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008</td>
<td>To define those activities undertaken by local authority regulatory services that should, or should not be regarded as enforcement action for the purposes of the Primary Authority scheme.</td>
<td>To ensure that routine activities of local authority regulatory services such as giving advice, inspecting and gathering intelligence can be carried out without the need for an enforcing authority to contact the relevant Primary Authority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 29, Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008</td>
<td>To exclude those activities undertaken by local authority regulatory services which, while they should be regarded as enforcement action, should also be carried out without delay. To specifically exclude those circumstances where: - enforcement action is required urgently, or in the opinion of the enforcing authority is required urgently, to avoid a significant risk of harm to human health or the environment (including the health of animals or plants) or the financial interests of consumers; - the application of the</td>
<td>To ensure that where necessary local authorities can take enforcement action immediately without prior consultation with the relevant Primary Authority. For example, when a local authority is taking enforcement action against a business so as to address a serious threat to human health or the environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10. These SIs are key to the effective functioning of the Primary Authority scheme.

Methodology

11. The original Impact Assessment accompanied the draft Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Bill (the Bill), the revision of which accompanied the consultation on the draft SIs. Therefore, this Impact Assessment makes use of the evidence base from the previous two consultations.

12. The consultation specifically asked, “Do you believe the assessment of costs and benefits in the Impact Assessment are realistic? If not, is there any further evidence that you can provide that should be taken into account?”. This gave respondents the opportunity to give opinions on the assumptions we used in quantifying the impact of the SIs.

13. Consequently, this Impact Assessment draws on the responses given, and revisions have been made where consultees have given appropriate evidence.

Costs and Benefits of the Primary Authority Scheme: General

14. The following text draws extensively on the Impact Assessment that accompanied the consultation on the Primary Authority Scheme. The key assumptions used in this Impact Assessment are set out at paragraphs 43-59 below.

Background

15. It is estimated that there are 30,000 businesses operating across local authority boundaries in the UK. However, it is difficult to estimate how many businesses will enter into a Primary Authority partnership. Many businesses that operate across local authority boundaries will only operate across two or three local authorities and may not wish to enter into a Primary Authority partnership as a result. Some other businesses may not find the scheme cost effective.

16. We have consulted on two occasions on the likely number of registered partnerships that will exist after five years. The Impact Assessment for the draft Bill suggested that 900 Primary Authority partnerships would exist after five years.

---

3 Source: Inter Departmental Business Register, March 2006.
4 While any organisation that operates across more than one local authority can enter into a Primary Authority partnership, the vast majority of organisations that will do so will be businesses. For this reason, the analysis of the costs and benefits of the Primary Authority scheme focuses on the costs and benefits to business, as well as those to local authorities.
Authority partnerships would be in place by 2014. Few alternative figures were offered when the Bill was subject to consultation. However, some responses to the Primary Authority consultation questioned whether this number of partnerships would be achieved. As the exact amount will only be known in due course, and the figure is open to conjecture, we feel it prudent to use a range to capture the sensitivity in the analysis. 900 partnerships set up by 2014 will be the mid-point, but the range of 700-1100 is used in this Impact Assessment. The rate of uptake remains constant throughout the range.

17. We estimate that partnerships will be developed with organisations that operate across an average of 200 local authorities each.

Businesses

Costs of the scheme for Business

18. There will be some start up costs involved for businesses developing a new partnership with a local authority. This is likely to amount to a few days’ liaison with the authority concerned, above and beyond the amount of routine contact which is necessary under existing arrangements. Throughout this assessment, we have adopted the ‘senior manager’ hourly tariff taken from Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) – Results 2008. This updates our previous figure taken from the Better Regulation Executive Administrative Burdens Measurement exercise in 2005/6. We estimated that this would involve approximately three days’ work, up from two days in the Bill consultation. Some respondents noted that they would expect to spend more time setting up the partnership and we accept that this is potentially true for larger businesses. However, we believe three days represents the average for all Primary Authority partnerships. Therefore, the total cost to business of setting up a partnership will be costed at £489. For the 700-1100 partnerships, this would mean approximately £0.3 million to £0.5 million in one-off costs for business.

19. The annual costs for managing the partnership with one Primary Authority will be greatly reduced compared to the annual costs associated with managing relationships with many different local authorities as is the current situation. However, we feel that these are difficult to quantify, and for prudence, we will assume that the overall cost of managing local authority relationships will not be reduced as a result of entering into a Primary Authority partnership.

Cost recovery

20. The Act allows primary authorities to recover the costs of operating a partnership from the business involved. The relevant local authority cost is, in effect, directly transferred to the business. We estimated in the Impact Assessments that accompanied both the draft Bill and the consultation on the draft SIs that this will mean an overall cost to business of up to £7.5 million. However, we now estimate that this cost will be between £5.8 million and £9.2 million per annum, reflecting the range of partnerships. Just under £7.5 million remains the mid-point and our most likely scenario. This is based on our estimate of the relevant costs to the local authority, which are set out at paragraph 32 below.

---

5 This assumption was modified upwards from the 130 in the Impact Assessment for the Bill, which reflected responses to that consultation that the number of sites would be considerably larger. However, many schemes will be purely local or regional in scope, and this figure therefore falls short of the 450 local authorities within the scope of the scheme.


7 This is based on three days of 7.5 hours at the ‘senior manager’ rate of £21.75 for between 700 and 1100 Primary Authority partnerships.

8 This is an estimate and should in no sense be taken as a basis for charging on particular schemes. The costs of individual schemes will vary widely, reflecting factors like the size of the business, the number of local authorities involved, and the business’ level of compliance with the underlying regulations.
Benefits of the scheme for Business

21. Enforcing authorities will be required to contact the relevant Primary Authority before taking enforcement action against a business. The intent is to create greater certainty and consistency for businesses operating across more than one local authority. Informal consultation with businesses of different sizes has shown that losses resulting from contradictory advice can be as high as £100,000 per annum. This could be due to wasted stock or wasted planning time. Including the associated benefits of the Primary Authority scheme, such as savings in potential court costs as a result of LBRO’s determination process, and an increased confidence in planning, we have assumed – conservatively – that LBRO will provide a net saving to each business taking part in the scheme of £15,000 per incident of conflicting advice. Following research and informal consultation, we suggested that a range of such incidents from two to four per partnership would occur. We have since broadened the scope of enforcement action that was proposed in the consultation to capture enforcement undertakings, simple cautions and a specific type of warning letter. Therefore, there is a case for increasing this range. For prudence, however, we have chosen not to do so. We therefore estimate that the annual saving to business would range from between £18.9 million and £59.4 million annually.

22. The Primary Authority can also work with its partner business to prepare a national Inspection Plan. This would give guidelines to other councils regarding the way the business ought to be inspected in their authorities to minimise unnecessary checks and tests. Inspection Plans, where they are produced, will assist with risk assessments of local businesses and in the better targeting of local authorities’ resources. Businesses will benefit as they will have an input into the development of the national plans that set out the regulatory approach that they will receive from all local authorities. Once an Inspection Plan has been published, a local authority must have regard to the plan when inspecting the business. The local authority should satisfy this requirement through ensuring that contact with the business is in accordance with the Inspection Plan. A local authority can only deviate from a plan where there is an evidenced need for doing so, which relates to local complaints, local intelligence or particular local needs. There will be a small cost to business in the development of the plans. Although we believe the benefits will outweigh the costs, for prudence we have not quantified the potential net benefits to business.

9 The scheme includes provision for a determination process if a local authority and Primary Authority are unable to agree on a regulatory approach. In these situations, a proposed enforcement action can be referred to LBRO for determination.
10 DTI research suggested that businesses found that losses ranged between a few thousand and, in some cases, as much as £100,000, and that these would occur two to four times a year. http://www.dti.gov.uk/files/file37268.pdf The assumption here – that a typical incident will cost a business £15,000 – draws on this work and discussions with business throughout the consultation on the draft Bill.
11 DTI research indicated that cases of inconsistency would typically happen two to four times a year. The consultation on the draft Bill did not elicit any alternative figures in the formal response and the Primary Authority consultation brought about a similar response. Further discussions with a number of businesses throughout the consultation process have confirmed that losses on this scale and with this level of frequency are common. This figure reflects the experiences of businesses currently in voluntary Home / Lead partnerships. Where a business enters a Primary Authority partnership without having been involved in the voluntary schemes beforehand, the benefits of increased consistency are likely to be larger than those given here.
13 That is, two to four incidents per year at £15,000 each for between 700 and 1100 partnerships. The total figures are likely to be higher. A small adjustment downwards (of 10%) from the highest possible savings has been made to reflect the fact that while the statutory contact provision will resolve many issues in line with the initial advice given to the firm, LBRO will not always agree with the Primary Authority in the few cases that will go to determination, so that some of the costs will remain. This is likely to be an underestimate, as it reflects the position of businesses already involved in voluntary schemes; benefits for those with a new partnership are likely to be considerably greater. The scheme is also likely to bring wider benefits in terms of information and intelligence sharing beyond the strict terms of the statutory requirements.
Local Authorities

Costs and Benefits for Local Authorities

23. Local authorities form the other group which derive the most costs and benefits from the Primary Authority scheme. While the scheme will bring some costs to those authorities that act as a Primary Authority, the effect of more systematic communication between local authorities and efficient dispute resolution by LBRO will be a reduction in the time and resources dedicated by all other local authorities to regulating those organisations involved in the Primary Authority scheme. The overall savings resulting from this are likely to be considerable.

24. Other aspects of LBRO’s work, including its role in setting national priorities for local authority regulatory services, will support better communication between, and a more strategic approach amongst, central government, national regulators and local government. This will reduce the burdens experienced by local authorities when implementing the policies of central government and national regulators.

25. The following data and assumptions were consulted on as part of the consultation on the draft SIs on Primary Authority, and they are used throughout this part of the Impact Assessment:

- There are approximately 450 local authorities with enforcement responsibilities across the UK;
- The average hourly cost of the work of a Trading Standards or Environmental Health Officer are approximately £27.75; ¹⁴
- Businesses operating across more than one local authority operate in, on average 200 local authorities;
- There will be between 700 and 1100 Primary Authority partnerships after five years of the scheme’s operation.

Costs

26. The evidence regarding the cost of administering existing voluntary partnerships is not consistent; much relates to experiences with the small number of firms with the largest national presence. Our estimate of costs must reflect the whole range of businesses that might be involved in the Primary Authority scheme, the majority of which operate on a smaller scale.

Start up costs

27. We estimated that setting up a Primary Authority partnership would involve 90 hours of a single officer’s time.¹⁵ This includes setting up an Inspection Plan, which may be produced where a Primary Authority identifies that this would assist other local authorities in the risk assessment

¹⁴ There was a consensus amongst local authorities that the figure in the initial Impact Assessment for the draft Bill that was consulted on in May 2007 was too low (£18.50). Therefore the figure was revised upwards by 50% in the Impact Assessment which accompanied the consultation on Primary Authority SIs which was published in September 2008. The revised figure of £27.75 represents additional marginal salary and on-costs involved and covers the increase between 2007 and 2008. It does not include overheads which would be incurred in any case like building and IT costs. Two respondents noted that the average hourly cost of work in London would be higher than the revised figure, which we accept. However, we have used an average figure that applies across the country.

¹⁵ The estimate put forward in the Primary Authority consultation was 75 hours, which is two weeks’ full time work. That was based on discussions with local authorities operating a range of schemes and went unchallenged in the consultation on the Bill. However, in light of the response to the Primary Authority consultation, we feel it is appropriate to revise the figure upwards by two days, to 90 hours. This revision includes the potential start up costs associated with producing an Inspection Plan.
of premises, or in allocating resources within inspections. This equates to a cost of up to £2500 per scheme. In total, 700 new schemes would cost local authorities approximately £1.7 million, while 1100 new schemes would cost £2.7 million. We expect the majority of these costs to be spread across local authorities over at least five years. As noted in the Act, costs incurred by a local authority acting as a Primary Authority can be recovered from the business on a cost recovery basis. For the purposes of this IA we assume that the option to claim full cost recovery will be taken up.

Annual costs for enforcing authorities

28. The main impact on enforcing authorities will be cost of notifying enforcement actions to primary authorities. Notifications (or referrals) take place where enforcing authorities refer complaints regarding a business to the relevant Primary Authority for it to follow-up with its partner business. Referrals form part of the statutory Primary Authority scheme. Partnerships set up under the provisions in the Act may well have a referrals component but these will be purely voluntary and the associated costs and benefits are not, therefore, dealt with here. However, experience with existing schemes does help establish the likely scale of work that will be required under the Primary Authority scheme. Research undertaken by the then DTI and our own discussions with local authorities established that there are considerable variations in the number of referrals that need to be processed in a year. Officers supporting some partnerships have to field as many as 300 referrals in a year; in other cases only a handful of cases were referred.17

29. The Primary Authority scheme is narrower in scope than the existing referrals-based schemes and the requirement to consult the Primary Authority only has effect where an enforcing authority proposes to take enforcement action against a business with a Primary Authority. Local authority trading standards, environmental health, licensing and fire safety services initiate a large number (tens of thousands at least, depending on definitions)18 of enforcement actions in a year. Some of these will be against businesses that operate in only one local authority and will not, therefore, have access to the Primary Authority scheme. Some of them will relate to private citizens who will not have access to the scheme. For the purposes of the Impact Assessments for both the draft Bill and the consultation on the Primary Authority scheme, we assumed that there will be between 50-75 notifications per partnership per year. However, as we have broadened the scope of ‘enforcement action’ proposed in the consultation so that it now includes enforcement undertakings, simple cautions and a specific type of written warning, we believe it is necessary to revise this figure up to 60-85 incidents per partnership year. As noted in paragraph 21, we believe that these extra referrals will increase the amount of conflicting advice captured and resolved by the scheme, therefore making it more effective. However, for prudence, we have decided not to revise up the number of incidents of conflicting advice that are resolved by the scheme.

16 90 hours of a single officer’s time at the average hourly cost of £27.75.
18 From CIPFA statistics for 2003-4, as used by Hampton Report.
30. The enforcing authority will need to provide the Primary Authority with information about the proposed action, but this information is what any local authority would normally have to collect at present in order to take formal action. The majority of these notifications to the Primary Authority would be routine and reflecting this, we estimated that these will take three hours’ additional work for the enforcing authority above and beyond the work that already goes into enforcement in any case. This figure has not been altered in light of the consultation responses. The result would be an annual cost to the enforcing authority of between £3.5 million and £7.8 million.\(^{19}\)

31. In the case that an enforcing authority wants to take an enforcement action against a business but is blocked from doing so by the relevant Primary Authority, it may refer the case to LBRO for determination. We expect that LBRO determination in disputes between primary authorities and enforcing authorities will happen in a very small number of cases. The Primary Authority consultation assumed an average cost of one week’s officer time per local authority per year. On that basis, we anticipated that costs for local authorities for referring a case to LBRO for determination should not exceed £500,000.\(^{20}\) This figure was not questioned in the response to the consultation. However, due to the range of primary authorities we are now allowing for, it follows that this figure must be adjusted for the different amount of partnerships entered into. We have used the same proportion of partnerships as in the consultation. Therefore, we expect the enforcing authority costs due to determination to range from just under £400,000 per annum for 700 partnerships and up to £600,000 for 1100 partnerships. The mid-figure, for 900 partnerships, is just under £500,000. LBRO will also incur costs but these have not been considered here as they formed part of the LBRO Impact Assessment.

### Annual costs for the Primary Authority

32. The Primary Authority will have an ongoing advisory function in relation to the business. Often, this would be an important part of its routine relationship with the business in the ordinary course of events, but under the Primary Authority scheme this work will include follow up from statutory contacts by enforcing authorities, including input to LBRO for determination cases. We assume that this will entail an additional 300 hours’ officer time per year per partnership (approximately one sixth FTE).\(^{21}\) This would entail a total cost to primary authorities of between £5.8 million and £9.2 million.\(^{22}\)

### Local Authority Benefits

**Hosting a Primary Authority Scheme**

33. The benefits of running a Primary Authority scheme are considerable and include the wider economic advantages that come to the local area through the existence of a strategic partnership with a major firm (which is an important element of the “place shaping” vision for local authority services set out in the Local Government White Paper).\(^{23}\) Within regulatory

---

\(^{19}\) This range is wide due to account for the different scenarios that need to be taken into account. It is between 700 partnerships generating 60 ‘triggers’ each (at the lowest level), and 1100 partnerships generating 85 ‘triggers’ each (at the highest), necessitating three hours’ work at the local authority tariff set out above. The Bill consultation revealed a consensus amongst local authorities that the half-hour originally assumed was unrealistic. However, we would not expect the notification process between the enforcing and Primary Authority to require significantly more information-gathering than is already required for an enforcement action. The time involved reflects the need for meaningful information exchange between enforcing authority and the Primary Authority.

\(^{20}\) In the Primary Authority consultation, 450 local authorities were expected to spend one week of time on determination. The figure was calculated by 37.5 hours at the hourly tariff of £27.75 set out above across the 450 local authorities. We include a range to reflect the range of Primary Authority partnerships. Figures were rounded to the nearest £100,000.

\(^{21}\) The workload of existing schemes varies considerably. This is based on discussions with authorities hosting multiple voluntary partnerships, which suggest a typical range of between 0.1 – 0.25 FTE for an ‘average’ scheme. Some will involve substantially more work; more will involve substantially less. The figure is intended to include any additional work involved in preparing and publishing Inspection Plans (see paragraphs 31 and 39).

\(^{22}\) 300 hours at the local authority tariff of £27.75 set out above for each of the 700-1100 partnerships.

service departments, the benefits also include development opportunities for local staff given the opportunity to engage in ongoing work with a major business. We have not sought to quantify these benefits, but they should be taken into account when considering the overall impact of the Primary Authority scheme.

34. It should be noted that the provision for primary authorities to recover costs from business will directly offset the total cost of administering the scheme: i.e. a transfer of between £5.8 million and £9.2 million, as set out in paragraph 32 above.\(^\text{24}\)

**Enforcing Authorities**

35. We anticipate that the functions carried out by the Primary Authority will have quantifiable benefits for enforcing authorities which will be achieved through the release of resources. All local authorities will benefit from the application of the expertise of the Primary Authority which will be best placed to take a strategic overview of how regulation should be applied to a particular business. The work of an enforcing authority without the benefits of a Primary Authority partnership involves a number of costs: familiarisation, risk assessment, and follow-up work where there are enforcement issues, up to and including prosecution. The work undertaken under each of these headings by the Primary Authority will reduce the workload of all other local authorities dealing with a particular business.

36. As things stand, local authority enforcement action often proceeds against a business without any consultation with the authority that partners that business. Often, this action contradicts the advice or guidance that the business has been given by its partner authority. By requiring that an enforcing authority contacts the relevant Primary Authority prior to taking enforcement action, the Primary Authority scheme will affect local authority enforcement actions in a number of ways:

I. A number of routine enforcement queries will be abandoned once reference has been made to the advice or guidance that has been given by the Primary Authority on a particular issue. It is likely that this would save several hours’ officer time.

II. With some more difficult issues where there is basic disagreement between local authorities, the matter will go to a time-limited process of determination by LBRO, which will be less costly than prosecution (and without the attendant risks). Such cases - as things stand - would cost a substantial amount of officer time.

37. In the Impact Assessment that accompanied the draft Bill, we estimated – and tested in consultation – that there would be between two and four cases per partnership per year where advice to a regulated person conflicts with a proposed enforcement action. This was tested further in the consultation on the Primary Authority scheme. We received no additional evidence to alter our previous position, although, as noted we have increased the scope of enforcement action.

38. Using the figure of two to four cases per partnership across the expected 700-1100 partnerships, this equates to between 1400-4400 cases where it is likely that the Primary Authority scheme will remove inconsistency and make enforcement unnecessary. To capture the wide range of enforcement activities potentially involved (including costs up to and potentially including prosecution)\(^\text{25}\) we assumed that two weeks’ total officer time is involved in each of these cases.\(^\text{26}\) This part of the Primary Authority scheme is likely, therefore, to result in

\(^{24}\) There is a risk that some costs will not be recovered in a situation where a business ceases to trade. The Government expects that LBRO will continue to monitor the impacts of the scheme.

\(^{25}\) For an indication of the high costs of prosecution to enforcers, see the Impact Assessment prepared for Part 2 of the Bill [http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file44594.pdf](http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file44594.pdf)

\(^{26}\) The true benefits may however be greater; DTI research noted that cases of disagreement under existing arrangements - where the Primary Authority role does not have a statutory footing - results in considerable work for
a range of quantifiable benefits in the form of releasing resources that would otherwise have been used from £2.9 million to £9.2 million.\(^{27}\) There will also be benefits to the enforcing authority following from consultation where there is no basic difference of view, for instance, better intelligence-sharing. For conservatism, we deliberately chose not to quantify these.

**Inspection Plans**

39. Benefits in the form of cost and time savings to business and enforcing authorities will arise from the development of Inspection Plans due to more targeted inspections. We estimated that for a given local authority in relation to a particular business, 2 hours’ work per year\(^{28}\) will be saved as a result of the local authority taking advantage of the more targeted approach to regulation suggested by the expert Primary Authority in an inspection plan. Assuming that between 140-220 businesses\(^{29}\) (that is, one fifth of our total partnerships) take up this part of the proposals, the benefits to local authorities from the use of inspection plans is likely to be between £1.6 million and £2.4 million.\(^{30}\)

**Costs and Benefits to Central Government**

40. The SIs will mean no additional costs to central government. There will be significant but largely unquantifiable benefits of specific value to policy makers (the Primary Authority scheme is likely to promote a more intelligence-led approach to enforcement which will help inform LBRO’s advice to Government, in turn promoting better policy-making). No attempt to quantify these benefits has been made.

**Summary**

41. The effects of all these developments for the impacts of the Primary Authority scheme as a whole are summarised in the table on the next page.

---

\(^{27}\) That is two to four times in each of the 700-1100 partnerships, at 75 hours’ officer time at the local authority tariff set out at paragraph 21.

\(^{28}\) The assumption in the draft Bill Impact Assessment that five hours’ work would be involved was revised downwards for conservatism.

\(^{29}\) This assumption was set out in Impact Assessment accompanying the draft Bill and the Impact Assessment accompanying the Primary Authority consultation. No convincing alternative figures were received. The number will be significantly smaller than the number of partnerships as a whole, for two reasons: (i) Local Authorities will not be required to draw up inspection plans; the measure set out in section 30 is purely permissive in character; (ii) Inspection Plans will not be relevant in many of the relevant regulatory functions where routine inspection is not common.

\(^{30}\) That is, two hours’ work at the local authority tariff of £27.75 over the 200 authorities that we estimated the average Primary Authority partnership would operate across (see paragraph 17) for between 140 and 220 partnerships involved.
# figure reflects rounding.

42. Our best estimate is that the net overall annual benefits of the scheme for all parties are expected to amount to £30.7 million (the midpoint of the range given in the table above. This is based on 900 partnerships).  

---

**Annual costs and benefits of Primary Authority scheme: Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business costs</strong> (Primary Authority cost recovery)</td>
<td>£5.8 million - £9.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business benefits</strong> (Improved consistency)</td>
<td>£18.9 million - £59.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net Business benefits</strong></td>
<td>£13.1 million - £50.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Authority Costs</strong></td>
<td>£9.7 million - £17.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcing Authority: requirement to contact PA (notification)</td>
<td>£3.5 million - £7.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Authority costs</td>
<td>£5.8 million – £9.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcing Authority costs for LBRO determination</td>
<td>£0.4 million - £0.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Authority Benefits</strong></td>
<td>£10.3 million – £20.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Assessment (Inspection Plans)</td>
<td>£1.6 million – £2.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcing Authority: requirement to contact PA</td>
<td>£2.9 million - £9.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost recovery</td>
<td>£5.8 million – £9.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Net local authority benefits</strong></td>
<td>£0.6 million - £3.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NET OVERALL BENEFITS</strong></td>
<td>£13.7 million - £53.5 million#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:

31 This table gives annually recurring costs and benefits. Net start-up costs, spread over five years, will be between £300,000 and £500,000 for business and between £1.7 million and £2.7 million for primary authorities. The latter figure can be can be recovered from the partner business on a cost recovery basis. Figures are rounded to the nearest £100,000.

32 For comparison, the comparable set out in the Bill Impact Assessment was a net annual benefit of £30.4 million.
43. The cover sheet to this Impact Assessment gives Net Present Value estimates of the key costs and benefits associated with the SIs; the midpoint of the net benefit range, estimated over 15 years, amounts to £298.0 million.

**Key assumptions used in this Impact Assessment**

44. The following **new** estimates were used in this Impact Assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Assumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of enforcement actions triggering requirement to consult the Primary Authority per Primary Authority partnership per year</td>
<td>60-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of partnerships set up by 2014</td>
<td>700-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours work per partnership start up</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

45. The most significant change to the Impact Assessment which accompanied the Primary Authority consultation is a shift from a fixed number of partnerships that we felt would be established by 2014, to a range. This was in response to consultees’ views who questioned the achievability of our original estimate of 900 Primary Authority partnerships within five years. In the absence of any alternative suggestions, we decided to present the impact as a range to reflect this uncertainty.

46. Those aspects of the Primary Authority consultation dealing with the costs and benefits of the Primary Authority scheme are set out above. The figures have not been fundamentally affected by the SIs under consultation, but there are details in the SIs which have been reflected in a revised assessment of costs and benefits.

**Legislative Scope in Scotland and Northern Ireland**

47. The changes made to the SI relating to Scotland and Northern Ireland have no significant impact on the costs and benefits of the scheme as set out in the Impact Assessment which accompanied the Primary Authority consultation. We have not been able to quantify the impacts, but expect that the net benefits will be of a similar proportion to those in England and Wales.

**Definition of enforcement action and exclusions to the requirement to contact the Primary Authority**

48. The SI relating to enforcement action has been refined in light of the consultation. Enforcement undertakings, simple cautions and specific warning letters are now considered enforcement action.

49. The SIs make it clear that informal enforcement action, including advice, will not be considered enforcement action for the purposes of the Primary Authority scheme.

50. The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) collect statistics on enforcement action taken by Trading Standards Officers in Great Britain. In 2006, there were 99,903 occasions where informal cautions and advice were given in writing, as opposed to
5,382 formal cautions and 4,525 prosecutions commenced. Of course, the great majority of these relate to businesses that will not be eligible for a Primary Authority partnership, but the proportion between informal and formal action is approximately 10:1. A similar ratio is evident from Food Standards Agency statistics in relation to environmental health services. These show that in 2006, 95% of all relevant enforcement action took the form of written warnings – many of which would be excluded by the proposed SIs from any consultation requirement.

51. The warning letters that have been included within the definition of enforcement action are specific. To be classified as a written warning, the letter needs to:
   • contain information about a breach of the law;
   • contain a deadline to take the corrective action (or stop an infringing action);
   • contain a statement that a specific enforcement action will be taken after that deadline if the organisation does not comply

52. By including these forms of letters within the definition of enforcement action, we are confident that they will not be used more extensively than they currently are by local authorities. They should be used rarely, and we also believe from anecdotal evidence gathered at consultation events that simple cautions and enforcement undertakings are infrequently taken against businesses. However, we wanted to reflect the fact that the definition of enforcement action has been widened in light of the consultation response, and as a result we have increased the average amount of times enforcing authorities will notify a Primary Authority from 50-75 to 60-85 per partnership.

53. The wider cost to the enforcing authority of contacting the Primary Authority was predicted to be between £3.7 million and £5.6 million in the Impact Assessment accompanying the Primary Authority consultation. We have revised this figure, now predicting the costs to be between £3.5 million and £7.8 million. This takes into account the extra enforcement actions that need to be notified to the Primary Authority, and the spread is greater, due to the introduction of a range of partnerships used in the analysis. The calculation is based on three hours’ additional work for each enforcing authority at the rate of £27.75 per hour, and can be found in paragraph 30.

54. In addition, there will be situations where action is urgently required to prevent harm and, in these circumstances, we wanted to continue to allow local authorities to proceed immediately. Therefore, there are provisions in the relevant SI to exclude enforcement actions from the obligation to pre-notify the Primary Authority prior to taking the action. These are on the grounds of urgency and where it would be ‘wholly disproportionate’ to do so.

55. Following the consultation, we have removed the differentiation between ‘serious’ and ‘minor’ harm. The test is now one of urgency to avoid ‘harm’. We have also specifically excluded Section 80 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 from the need to pre-notify the Primary Authority. However, we do not see these changes as having significant effects on the Impact Assessment.

56. As noted above (paragraph 21), associated benefits of the Primary Authority scheme will provide a net saving to each business taking part in the scheme of £15,000 per incident of conflicting advice. Following research and informal consultation, we suggested that a range of such incidents from two to four per partnership per year would occur.

57. The majority of these benefits derive from cases where formal types of enforcement action proposed by the enforcing authority cannot go ahead as they conflict with advice that has previously been given by the Primary Authority. Consequently, the business benefits by not having to incur the costs of revising policies, product lines or procedures across the country. The local authority does not incur the expense of investigation and preparation as well as the intrinsic costs (including legal costs) of formal action against a business. The exclusions set out

33 http://www.food.gov.uk/multimedia/pdfs/board/info080302.pdf
in the SIs allow for emergency action in specific cases or immediate action where pre-notifying the Primary Authority would be ‘wholly disproportionate’. These will not affect the vast majority of actions which are the most costly cases of inconsistency.

Referrals and determination procedure

58. The SI relating to LBRO’s role in referrals and determination sets out rules including deadlines for referrals to it. This added clarity will have the effect of reducing the amount of cases referred to LBRO.

59. In practice, we believe that many of these cases will not reach the stage of formal determination. We estimate that up to 50% of the possible cases will not progress to determination or alternatively will be resolved informally. We have not revised the anticipated costs downward from those outlined in the Primary Authority consultation, as even those cases which are resolved informally, or which are not suitable for determination by LBRO, will still entail costs for the local authority involved: including those of discussion with the Primary Authority, and possibly with LBRO.

60. The costs that a business incurs if it refers a case to LBRO to determine have not been quantified. This is because the decision as to whether to refer an enforcement action to LBRO is purely voluntary. The SI permits LBRO to recover any costs associated with the referral by a business from that business should it choose to do so. On the basis of initial discussion with LBRO, we believe that this may cost up to several thousand pounds’ worth of LBRO staff time in more difficult cases. However, given the uncertainty (and the fact that the business would only make such a referral if it was likely to be cost effective in terms of likely outcome), we have not factored this into our estimates.

Risks and Unintended Consequences

61. The main potential impact on the figures given here were identified and addressed in the Impact Assessment accompanying the draft Bill. These risks remain and the most important of these were: (a) the risk of lack of take-up of the Primary Authority scheme owing to the costs involved for local authorities; (b) the unintended consequences following from too wide-ranging a role for the Primary Authority in scrutinising enforcement actions by other local authorities.

62. The former has been addressed by making a power of cost recovery clear on the face of the Act; the second by giving a more focused power to approve enforcement action on the basis of consistency with advice the authority has already been given. The rationale for this approach is set out in the Government’s response to the consultation on the draft Bill. The major risks with Part 2 of the Act in its final form are: i) that the requirements for consultation between enforcing authorities damage essential protections; and ii) that of serious divergence between the regulatory systems applying to different sized business; iii) that local authorities fail to take up the opportunity to recover costs for the Primary Authority scheme from the relevant business. LBRO’s powers to monitor and modify Primary Authority partnership arrangements will help address this issue.

63. The SIs have a number of less serious, but specific, risks:

a. the risk that areas of relevant legislation in Scotland and Northern Ireland may have been missed from the listing SI;

34 Source: conversations with LBRO.
35 Government Response to the Consultation on the draft Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Bill, September 2007
b. the risk that the definition of enforcement action is either too wide, preventing swift action by local authorities, or too narrow, meaning that all the expected benefits for businesses may not be realised.

64. To mitigate the impact of these risks, we have worked closely with both local authorities and the devolved administrations to ensure the relevant legislation is listed.

65. We have been specific about what should and should not be considered enforcement action and feel we have reached the right balance between defining it too widely, and therefore overburdening the scheme and defining it too narrowly, therefore lessening the potential benefits to business.

66. We have also mitigated the risk of lack of take-up of the scheme by analysing a broad range of partnerships in this Impact Assessment.

Post-Implementation Review

67. Part 1 of the Act, which came into force in October 2008, specifies that there should be a review of LBRO and its work three years after it comes into effect. Therefore, this will be after October 2011.

68. The review will address a number of issues which are relevant to the Primary Authority scheme:

a. the scale of take-up of Primary Authority partnerships;
b. the extent of the benefits to business arising from the scheme;
c. any unanticipated burdens on local authorities in maintaining Primary Authority partnerships;
d. the effectiveness of the cost-recovery mechanism in financing the scheme.

Specific Impact Tests

69. Competition and small firms: There has been extensive discussions with small businesses and their representatives during the development of the Act and throughout the consultation phase. It is expected that small and medium sized businesses will benefit from LBRO’s work in creating a more consistent regulatory approach amongst local authorities and reducing the burdens imposed on businesses by local authorities. Those small and medium sized business that enter into Primary Authority agreements will also enjoy the benefits discussed above.

70. Sustainability: The SIs support two of the principles of sustainable development as set out in the Government's sustainable development strategy: (i) ensuring we are a strong, healthy and just society; and (ii) achieving a sustainable economy. Both of these principles rely on robust and fair regulation and clear sanctions to back up regulators in their duties.

71. The remaining specific tests are not relevant:

- **Legal aid:** There will be no impact on legal aid.
- **Environment:** We do not believe that there will be any impacts on this areas. We have looked at the initial tests and are satisfied that they do not apply; LBRO will be under a duty to promote more effective regulation, including environmental regulation.
- **Health:** We do not believe that the SIs will have a health impact.
- **Equality**: We do not believe that there will be an impact on any of the equality strands. We have looked at each of the equality impact initial tests individually and are confident that there is no impact.

- **Rural proofing**: We anticipate no adverse impact of the proposals on rural communities.
**Specific Impact Tests: Checklist**

Use the table below to demonstrate how broadly you have considered the potential impacts of your policy options.

Ensure that the results of any tests that impact on the cost-benefit analysis are contained within the main evidence base; other results may be annexed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of testing undertaken</th>
<th>Results in Evidence Base?</th>
<th>Results annexed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competition Assessment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Firms Impact Test</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal Aid</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Development</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Assessment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Environment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Impact Assessment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race Equality</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability Equality</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Equality</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural Proofing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>